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1. Introduction
This deliverable is part of WP2. This workpackage aims to identify and synthesis a range of
best practices and research results relevant for building innovative, diversity based and quality
and health centred cereal food systems. Cases of synergic integration of practical and
scientific knowledge are also sought here.
Task 2.1 of this WP aims to identify and select case studies that deal with best practices from
seed to fork. Different typologies of case studies have been identified and described in order
to highlight and communicate European experiences where bottom-up innovation along the
farm-to-fork continuum are underpinning the construction of diversified and sustainable
cereal food systems.

2. Methods
2.1. Settling the scope for the identification of cases
studies
In order to fit CERERE’s scope and ensure comparability of selected case studies, during the
kick off meeting at Reading University, all partners agreed on definition of methods and
detailed criteria for the identification, description and analysis of cases studies. A mind map
was developed during the kick off meeting and validated among partners after this meeting
(Annex 1).
On the basis of the identified mind map, a document was sent to all partners to propose a
typology of case-study characteristics. These characteristics represent the
contextual/environmental conditions in which bottom-up innovations occur, the processes by
which traditional practices are reinterpreted or reintroduced and the actors and institutions
operationalising the diversified and sustainable food systems. This typology support and
maximises inter-territorial learning from case-studies, by assisting diverse network partners to
identify cases that have most potential in terms of possible transferability.
This document underlines initial key elements that are useful to identify cases studies. Indeed,
case studies have to highlight experiences where bottom-up innovations along the farm-tofork continuum are underpinning the construction of diversified and sustainable cereal food
systems.
The starting point of the experiences described in case studies must deal with the dynamic
management of cereal crop diversity in the production phase (crop varieties, mixtures or
populations) which in turn leads to a range of innovations in the field, processing and
commercialization phases.
In the field of organic and low input cereal systems, a huge number of practices are dealing
with innovative ways of including diversity at farm level (e.g. using landraces, old varieties,
mixtures, populations and crop rotations), processing these diverse raw materials for
traditional food stuffs (e.g. traditional bread with sourdough) or new healthy products (e.g.
pasta with emmer or einkorn), and creating new markets for these products (e.g. direct selling
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or Community Supported Agricultures – CSAs). This means that each case has to refer to one
or better more key points:
•

organic and low input cereals;

•

diversity at farm level (e.g. using landraces, old varieties, mixtures, populations and
crop rotations);

•

processing (e.g. traditional bread with sourdough);

•

healthy products (e.g. pasta with emmer or einkorn);

•

new and alternative markets and retailing;

•

fair and sustainable value chains.

Another useful criterion to check regarding the relevance of the selected case study for the
CERERE project is whether the practice refers to a linear or circular chain system. In other
words, it is important to try and verify whether the value and the resources needed are
respectively generated and taken from a given territory or outside it.

2.2. Collecting case studies’ information from partners
A grid was proposed to all partners to allow them to describe their cases studies in half a page
giving information on the following points and answering specific points:
1. Group characteristics:
- How many people are within the network?
- Which type of organisations is it?
2. Technical innovation:
- Which species?
- Which process of transformation?
- Which products?
- Which agronomic practices?
- Which type of varieties?
3. Resource system characteristics
- What diversity of person within the group?
4. Institutional arrangements:
- Which external institution does the group work with?
- Which internal institution does the group work with?
5. External environments:
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- What kind of market / chain?
- These points refer to the mind map agreed at the Kick off meeting (Annex 1).

2.3. Analysis of case studies
Based on the input of all partners (see section 2.2.), each case study was analysed against the
following set of criteria:
-

Country;

-

Case study name;

-

Related to cereal systems;

-

Related to organic and low input systems;

-

« bottom-up » innovation « carried out by practitioners » ;

-

Group-led, collective project;

-

Innovation along the farm-to-fork continuum;

-

Related to inclusion of diversity at farm level, case where dynamic management of
cereal crop diversity in the production phase is a starting point;

-

Related to processing of diverse raw materials for traditional food stuff or new healthy
products;

-

Related to creation of new markets;

-

Diversity of knowledge in relation to the « integration of practical and scientific
knowledge »;

-

Fair and sustainable value chain, circular chain system, local sharing of the value
generated, and use of local resources.

To validate selected cases three colours were used: green, orange and red. Green was assigned
to cases fully matching the scope of CERERE, orange to cases with were in line with scope of
the project and red to cases outside the remit of CERERE.

3. Results
At the end of the process described in section 2, 39 cases studies were validated and described
as illustrated in Annex 2. Results of this analysis were validated during the event in held the
23rd of June 2017 at the Hayon Farm., while some were validated afterward this event because
they required further information to be included in the final sample.
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Case studies having several red cells were justified by partners as follows:
-

For case studies 2, 4 and 5 from the UK: UK partners agreed they would be good cases
because they look at the whole supply chain.

-

For case studies 23 and 24 from Ireland: the Irish partner wanted to highlight cases
that were closest to CERERE criteria.

-

For case study 28 from Hungary: the Hungarian partner wanted to highlight a case that
was the closest to CERERE criteria.

-

For case study 36 from France: French partners wanted to highlight a case that fail
when creating new varieties to be included in organic systems and analyse why it
failed.

4. Next step in the project
A guideline for case studies was validated and provided to all partners in order to prepare the
next steps (Annex 3). The standard format will ensure that the key elements of each
experience are highlighted, allowing for meaningful comparisons across cases and territories.
Each partner will work on their selected case studies and feed task 2.3 of the project: bridging
the gap between research and practice: highlighting collected solutions and task 2.4
challenges and bottlenecks. The findings will be shared and disseminated through WP5.
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Annex 1. Typology of case studies
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Annex 2 list of case studies with their description
according to the typology
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Feuille1

case study number
Country

1
UK

Case study name

ORC
Wakelyns
population

related to cereal systems

yes

wheat

related to organic and low input systems organic

2
UK

3
UK

Sharpham Park spelt

8
Italy

9
Italy

Scotland
the
Bread Organic Arable Marketing Leaf (Linking Environment Torth y Tir Ltd (Loaf of the
Pane Montespertoli
Community Benefit Society Company
and Farming)
Land)

Floriddia

Caselle
in
Cumpanatico

yes

yes

yes

not specific to cereals

yes, wheat

yes

yes

yes

organic

organic

organic

unknown

organic

organic

organic

organic

« bottom-up »
innovation « carried out by A Community Supported
practitioners » ;

carried out by farmer

carried out by farmer

carried out by practitioners

registered charity and a
company
limited
by
community run, bakers
guarantee
;
corporate
members pay a fee

private
initiative
in
collaboration with research family-owned company
centre

« bottom-up » innovation « carried out by carried out by researchers carried out
practitioners » ;
but in collaboration
practitioners

along

the

several

2 research centers ; several
farmers ; 1 seed merchant ; private business set up but
informal
working collaboration
with
top
relationships with bakers chefs and bakers
and millers

group-led, collective project

innovation
continuum

by

farm-to-fork

from seed to bread

Related to processing of diverse raw
materials for traditional food stuff or new yes
healthy products

Related to creation of new markets

« bottom-up »
carried out
innovation « carried out by
practitioners
practitioners » ;

5
UK

by

several

community
run,
‘social
business’, aims a coalition
of like-minded farmers, owned and run by producers
millers,
researchers,
bakers and consumers

from seed to flour, pearled
spelt for risottos and spelt from seed to bread
museli & breakfast cereals

related to inclusion of diversity at farm
level, case where dynamic management of highly diverse population of diversity
cereal crop diversity in the production wheat
unknown
phase is a starting point ;

4
UK

grain marketing business
between
farms
and no cereal production
consumers

6
UK

from seed to bread

7
Italy

gathering several farmers
linked
with
mutual
collaboration – informal
organisation

focused
on
seeds
focus in seeds exchange
improvement,
production focused on production and
and mutuality during the
and marketing
of old breading and pasta making
seasonal works on field
varieties
organic cereals diversity at organic cereals diversity at organic cereals diversity at

of

crops

is

over 40 trial plots for wheat,
includes a wide range of
no cereal production
spelt, emmer, oats, rye and
farming systems
barley.

trialing
wheat farm level
(e.g. using farm level
(e.g. using farm level
(e.g. using
populations/mixes of varieties
landraces, old varieties, landraces, old varieties, landraces, old varieties,
given to us by French peasant
mixtures,
populations
and
mixtures,
populations
and
mixtures,
populations
and
bakers

crop rotations)

aims to develop the most
Spelt is stone milled on the nutrient-dense
and
linked with grain processors no cereal processing
farm
digestible grains and grain
products possible

population can be sold as
seed ; 1 farmer has grown
the
population
on
a
commercial
basis
;
independent
shops diverse products from spelt
make bread or others
sell the our on a small
scale

bread and pizza

crop rotations)

crop rotations)

processing (e.g. traditional processing healthy products
bread with sourdough)
(e.g. pasta with hemp) new traditional bread
healthy products
and alternative

“dthe
only
wholly
organic grain marketing
business”e ; veloped
address « the struggle to
innovative
pricing developing
market local food festivals, music
make a profit » ; sale of
local market of traditionale regional
and
national local market of traditional
mechanisms to provide opportunities through the festivals and other events as bread
« nutritionally dense”
market of dry pasta
bread
well as private groups
non-market pricing for LEAF Marque Standard
bread
integrated supply chains
between producers and
grain buyers/users

involved in a range of crop
Diversity of knowledge ; related to the
practical knowledge from trials work ; provide training
Works with farmers, the offers courses to professional project has been supported project has been supported
Co-expertise of researchers
and amateurs to disseminate
« integration of practical and scientific
farmers, chefs, bakers ; course ; expertise of mainly marketing knowledge food industry, scientists and traditional
by scientis during the first by scientis during the first no
making
bread
and farmers
molecular
knowledge »
search for local adaptation Scottish
consumers
steps of the iniative
steps of the iniative
techniques
scientists

Related to fair and sustainable value
chain ; circular chain system ; local
locally adapted population
sharing of the value generated ; use of
local resources

Pittari

work
with
overseas
long distance sale ; long
Long supply chain but LEAF
aims fewer food miles, producers and is developing
chain
(website
;
Marque standards ensuring
focused on Scotland
a
greater
international
supermarkets ; retailers)
traceability, sustainability
presence
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Related to fair and sustainable
value chain ; circular chain
local organic market and
system ; local sharing of the
organic market
value generated ; use of local small retailers
resources

small retailers

Feuille1

case study number
Country

10
Italy

Case study name

Grani
Resistenti
logistico)

related to cereal systems

yes

(pane

11
Italy

12
Italy

13
Italy

14
Italy

15
Italy

16
Italy

Spiga e Madia

Terre frumentarie

Forno Brisa (pane & birra)

Domus Amigas

Solina (pasta e pane)

Terra e cielo

17
Spain

18
Spain
Recovery of local varieties
Recovery and promotion of
of cereals made by a farmer
local varieties of wheat and
himself. Alozaina
barley in Andalucía
(Málaga)

yes

unknown

yes

yes

yes

yes

wheat and barley

wheat

related to organic and low input systems organic

organic

conventional and organic

conventional and organic

organic

conventional and organic

organic

organic

organic

« bottom-up » innovation « carried out by
carried out by practitioners
practitioners » ;

carried out by consumers

carried out by farmer

carried out by bakers

carried out by practitioners

carried out by practitioners

carried out by practitioners

From 5 to 17
organic farmers

carried by a farmer

private
initiative
collaboration
with
social network

group-led, collective project

private
initiative
in community initiative with private
initiative
in private initiative in network
collaboration
local ethical purchasing group, collaboration with research with
other
community
community network
baker , producers
centre
network
social movement

in
private
initiative
in
with
cooperative which gather
GAC and RAS
collaboration with research
and
more then 600 producers
centre

activities is planned in
initiative is supported by collaboration
with
local purchasing group and consumers and according
local bakers
with
the
consuming
estimated and

focused
on
seeds
focused on bakery, product
improvement,
production focused on bakery made by
made by old and local
and marketing
of old old and local cereals
cereals
varieties

focused
on
seeds focused
on
seeds
improvement,
production improvement,
pasta
from seed to bread
and marketing
of old production and marketing
varieties
of organic cereals

related to inclusion of diversity at farm
level, case where dynamic management of
unknown
cereal crop diversity in the production
phase is a starting point ;

organic cereals diversity at
farm level
using, old
varieties,
mixtures,
populations
and
crop
rotations)

organic cereals diversity at
organic cereals diversity at
farm level
(e.g. using no cereal production, old farm level
(e.g. using
landraces, old varieties, varieties are used into landraces, old varieties,
mixtures, populations and processing
mixtures, populations and
crop rotations)
crop rotations)

organic cereals diversity at
farm level
(e.g. using
landraces, old varieties,
mixtures, populations and
crop rotations)

Related to processing of diverse raw
materials for traditional food stuff or new unknown
healthy products

traditional bread processed
according with nutritional no
effect of wholemeal bread

innovation
continuum

along

the

farm-to-fork

Related to creation of new markets

local market of traditional local market of traditional national
bread
bread, flour
cereals

Diversity of knowledge ; related to the
« integration of practical and scientific no
knowledge »

no

Alonso is « working alone »
but collaborates with other
farmers through GAC and
RAS

focused on seed but sale of
flour

more than 30 local varieties
organic cereals diversity at
of wheat (durum and bread) in the process to recover
farm level (e.g. using, old
and 10 of
and multiply around 40
varieties, mixtures, and crop
Barley from farmers and varieties
rotations)
genebanks

connecting the wheat seed
traditional bread processed traditional bread processed
connecting
the
wheat
processing healthy products processing healthy products
production to other farmers
according with nutritional according with nutritional
production to local artisanal
with solina variety
new and alternative
and with local artisanal
effect of wholemeal bread effect of wholemeal bread
bakers
bakers

market

of

regional,
national
and
old urban retail market of local market of traditional regional
and
national
international
market
of bread from local varieties
quality and traditional bread bread
market of dry-pasta
quality , organic of dry pasta

collaboration with research
no
centre

Related to fair and sustainable value
local organic market and local organic market and
chain ; circular chain system ; local
small retailers alternative small retailers alternative regional seeds market
sharing of the value generated ; use of
purchasing groups
purchasing groups
local resources

unknown

small retailers and catering
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RAS « works with farmers,
collaboration with research collaboration with research processors,
researchers, contacts with genebanks,
centre
centre
consumers, policy makers actors of RAS and GAC
and other stakeholders »

local organic market and local organic market and organic gross market , fair valorisation in local
small retailers
small retailers
trade
Markets
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locally milled flour

Local organic city markets

Feuille1

case study number
Country

19
Spain

20
Spain

Case study name

Pasta producers “Spiga
Artisanal
bakery
Negra”.
Humilladero
Artesa”. Sevilla.
(Málaga).

related to cereal systems

durum wheat

21
Spain
“La

22
Spain

23
Ireland

Pan para Todos y Más. Production and mill of
Sheridans’
Castilblanco de los Arroyos escanda (Triticum espelta)
Crackers
(Sevilla)
in Córdoba

Brown

Bread

24
Ireland

25
Denmark

26
Denmark

27
Hungary

Kilbeggan Organic Foods

falslevgaard

aurion

Biomalom Ltd

bread wheat

durum wheat

spelt

wheat

oat

yes

emmer,
wheat

related to organic and low input systems organic

organic

organic

organic

unknown

organic

organic

organic

« bottom-up » innovation « carried out by
carried by farmers
practitioners » ;

carried out by practitioners

carried out by practitioners

carried by a farmer

carried out by practitioners

carried by farmers

« bottom-up »
« bottom-up »
innovation « carried out by innovation « carried out by yes
practitioners » ;
practitioners » ;

family business

Network of 12 people

private initiative but « linked
to organic farmers and
Private initiative but carried
processors
Group of 4 in a community
private initiative
by a group and networking
initiatives and other food
of around 30 people
with other initiatives
sovereignty
focused
organisations »

group-led, collective project

innovation
continuum

along

the

farm-to-fork

related to inclusion of diversity at farm
level, case where dynamic management of
cereal crop diversity in the production
phase is a starting point ;

from seed to pasta

focused on bread but
« supporting and promoting
locally produced and milled from seed to bread
wheat and also local
varieties »

milk cooperative, a Buttermilk
producer,
a
« group
of
growers

from seed to flour

from grain to craker

focused on pasta making
but testing “recovered” local
varieties and presence of few precisions about local local variety of bread wheat old and local variety from
no
own
varieties
“Chamorro”
Asturias
productive plot for testing
varieties

pasta from local varieties

They are collaborating with
Diversity of knowledge ; related to the a research project carried
« integration of practical and scientific out by University Pablo de
knowledge »
Olavide that are testing
wheat local varieties

Related to fair and sustainable value
chain ; circular chain system ; local
sharing of the value generated ; use of
local resources

breads from local varieties

spelt,

Network of 45 people

farmers,
consumers,
traders

from grain to biscuits and
yes
porridge

yes

from seed to bread and
noodles

no

growing several species

new species contributing to
population varieties

200 – 250 varietes

Mills grain ; transforms a
process cookies and mix for
flour and cereal products
typical traditional Irish bread
porridge
product into a cracker

transforms
a
typical
diversified
bread
and
Sale of a brown bread high quality oats for human
unknown
traditional
Irish
bread
biscuits from local varieties
cracker
consumption
product into a cracker

They are testing local
varieties that RAS is Their local varieties are
unknown
working
with
in tested in DIVERSIFOOD
DIVERSIFOOD

objective of closing the
production-processingmarketing cycle ; sale in short and local chain ; bike- local markets and fairs and local end consumers and
local
markets,
social selling
organic shops
some local bakers
economy markets, organic
shops

processors,
researchers,

flour,
cereals,
baked
products and combined organic bread and noodles
products

unknown

Includes
Includes scientists, farmers,
farmers,bread
bakers
makers

organic bread and noodles

scientists,
Includes scientists, farmers,
and pasta
bakers

unknown

unknown

The brown bread crackers are
available to buy directly online
from the producers
website.
Retailers
and
specialist shops stock the
product while they also export
to premium food retailers
internationally. The crackers
are part of a selection of %ne
food from some 20 small
producers from Ireland and
Britain for the retailer Marks
and Spenser. Sheridans are
the only Irish producers
selected. Their products can
also be found in stores such
as Selfridges, Neal’s Yard and
Wholefoods
in
the
UK,
Murrays in new York and
Harper & Blohm, Victoria
Australia.

long distance sale ; long
chain. Kilbeggan Organic
Foods are sold directly sale through internet, retail
private customers, large both local and international
through
the
company business or directly to
retailors, specialized shops market
website as well as regionaly bakers
and nationally from retailors
and specialized shops.
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triticale
organic

A retailer, a mill, a farmers’

6 different types of bread
Related to processing of diverse raw artisanal organic pasta (3 14 types of bread with
(wheat and rye flour) and 21
On-farm milling
materials for traditional food stuff or new products) and flour of sourdough and
types
healthy products
durum wheat
baker yeast
of biscuits

Related to creation of new markets

einkorn,

Feuille1

case study number
Country

28
Hungary

29
Finland

30
Finland

Case study name

Agrohungária Kft.

FOPA

Finnish
Association

related to cereal systems

wheat

related to organic and low input systems low input systems

31
France

32
France

33
France

34
France

35
France

36
France

CETAB

ARDEAR

Triptolème

Gabb Anjou/CAB PdL

Odyssée de l'engrain

Durum wheat project

wheat, emmer, spelt, rye,
rye, oat
barley, oats

wheat, emmer, einkorn

wheat, emmer, einkorn

wheat, emmer, einkorn,
wheat
rivet wheat

rivet wheat

durum wheat

organic

organic

organic

organic

organic

organic

organic

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

30 farmers, farmer miller,
farmers bakers, pasta
maker + facilitators +
work with research

farmers, farmer miller,
farmers
bakers
+
facilitators + work with
research

farmers, farmer miller,
farmers bakers, pasta
maker + work with
research

farmers + facilitators +
farmers, pasta maker +
consumers
farmers + work with
facilitators + work with
(bioconsom'acteur) work
research
research
with research

yes

yes

yes

yes

Involves
« bottom-up » innovation « carried out by breeder work, innovation consumers,
practitioners » ;
carried out by farms
members
;
interest group

family business,
owned companies

group-led, collective project

innovation
continuum

along

the

farm-to-fork

organic
farmers,
support Educated senior
bottom-up retired persons

citizens,

With
200
members,
2000 members, some very
family- organised as a political
active, senior, educated,
interest group, lots of
work free for landraces
business patterns

Innovation
among
seed production, innovation members,
efforts
to
with
researchers
and innovate
with diffuse innovation
breeders
administration, interest to
innovate with researchers

related to inclusion of diversity at farm
low input cereals, diversity
level, case where dynamic management of
at farm level, using high
cereal crop diversity in the production
quality varieties
phase is a starting point ;

5%
landraces,
95 %
conventional
diffuse innovation
seeds because legislation
problem

Related to processing of diverse raw connecting the wheat seed
produces bread,
materials for traditional food stuff or new production to other farmers
milled flour, beers
healthy products
and millers

Related to creation of new markets

Landrace

stone-

diffuse innovation

population
landraces

varieties, population
landraces

bread, pasta, flour

varieties, population
landraces

bread, flour

varieties, population
landraces

bread, flour, pasta

bread, flour

Focus on agronomic
traits, not connected
to fork

yes

varieties, population
landraces

pasta

varieties,

creation
of
DUS
variety for organic but
did not succed

no

Not directly, network for
new markets with a strong
seed
exchange,
but
products sale on local products sale on local products sale on local products sale on local products sale on local
high quality seeds for the organic miller, small on-farm
no
possibly
enabling
new
regional market and millers mills for on-farm sales,
market
market
market
market
markets as some members market
restaurants
may move to farming

collaborates with research
Co-expertise of researchers
Diversity of knowledge ; related to the
projects (incl Arche Noah),
visits external institutions, work on PPB program with work on PPB program with work on PPB program work on PPB program with work on PPB program work on PPB program
and breeders, they are
« integration of practical and scientific
local
farmers'
union,
testing high quality old and
research
research
with research
research
with research
with research
knowledge »
ministry of agriculture and work with researchers
new varieties
forestry, food safety agency

diverse chains, both short
Related to fair and sustainable value
private customers, both and long, looks to overall mutual
exchanges,
no
chain ; circular chain system ; local
local and national seeds sustainability and fairness prices are given, lots of local market
sharing of the value generated ; use of
market
towards farmers as well as mutual support
local resources
others

local market
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local market

local market

local market

no

Feuille1

case study number
Country

37
France

38
France

39
France

Case study name

CIVAM 11

Pétanielle

CBD

related to cereal systems

wheat

wheat,
emmer,
wheat
einkorn, rivet wheat

related to organic and low input systems organic

organic

organic

« bottom-up » innovation « carried out by
yes
practitioners » ;

yes

yes

group-led, collective project

innovation
continuum

along

the

farm-to-fork

farmers,
farmer
miller,
farmers
bakers+ facilitators
+
work
with
research

farmers,
farmer
farmers,
farmer
miller,
farmers
millet,
farmers
bakers
+
pasta
bakers + work with
maker + facilitators +
research
work with research

yes

yes

related to inclusion of diversity at farm
level, case where dynamic management of population
cereal crop diversity in the production landraces
phase is a starting point ;

varieties, population
landraces

Related to processing of diverse raw
materials for traditional food stuff or new bread, flour
healthy products

Related to creation of new markets

varieties, population
landraces

bread, flour

products sale
luxury market

Diversity of knowledge ; related to the work
« integration of practical and scientific program
knowledge »
research

yes

for products

sale
local market

varieties,

bread, flour

on products sale
local market

on

nutiriotnal
work on PPB program work on PPB program
with
with research
with research

Related to fair and sustainable value
local,
regional,
chain ; circular chain system ; local
national, international local market
sharing of the value generated ; use of
market
local resources

local,
regional,
national market
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Page 5

Annex 3 Guideline for case studies
This annex provides guidelines to write harmonious case studies for all CERERE’s
partners and is divided into three sections. The first section describes the content of the
descriptive form, the Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threat (SWOT) analysis,
and how to insert a maximum of 4pictures and charts can be added with a minimum of 2
pictures as well as maximum of 10 references. The second section provides descriptive
format instructions. The third section shows a complete example with text, items and
references.
Contacts if you have any questions: Pierre Rivière (RSP): pierre@semencespaysannes.org

I. Content and SWOT analysis
I.1. Content
The case study must be divided into 5 sections: History and context, Group characteristics, Network
and environment, Dynamic management of diversity carried out by practitioners, Marketing and
trading. In describing the aspects of these five sections partners have to bring in all the elements
mentioned after each section.
History and context (+/- 1000 characters without spaces):

-

Agrarian context: organic cereals crop systems in the region and country of the group.

-

History of the group: how did the group set up? Specify initial motivation for involvement.

-

Sum up briefly the vision about farming and food shared by group members, ad how
eventually it changed over the life of the collective project.

Group characteristics (+/- 1800 characters without spaces)
-

Status

-

Corporate purpose/social objective.

-

Type of social collective organization (type of hierarchy, leadership, committees, decision
tools etc.)

-

Operating rules of the group. Precise some of major ones. Add the charter of the group if
you have one.

-

Number of active members.

-

Diversity of person within the group: profile/occupation, gender and age.
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-

Diversity and type of knowledge the group is based on (tacit, scientific, empirical,
traditional…)

-

Collective animations used.

-

Data management: capitalization, storage and diffusion. Precise tools which are used.

Network and environment (+/- 1200 characters without spaces)
-

With which organization(s) are you linked at local level? What do you do with them?
Explain the reason and the level of collaboration of each partnership. Put emphasis on
the enrolment of new actors in your network.

-

Is your group linked to any Operational Groups recognized by the UE? If so, what are their
characteristics?

Dynamic management of diversity carried out by practitioners: from farm to fork continuum (+/3000 characters without spaces)
For each of the following parts, mention as many as initiatives and experiments carried out by the
group or with research institutions. As the space is limited, give details on one of them and add
references for the others.
Agronomic practices (+/- 1000 characters without spaces)
-

Selection, multiplication and exchanges of seeds varieties. Precise the main agronomic
practices for each of these steps.

-

Prospection, conservation and storage.

Products and processing (+/- 1000 characters without spaces)
-

Type of products. Precise the farm-to-fork continuum.

-

On farm processing

-

Transformation process

-

Explain how these products and process are innovative (e.g. new healthy products, traditional
food revival, innovative milling, new quality concept etc.).

Marketing and trading (+/- 1000 characters without spaces)
-

Type of market and chain (circular value chain, fair and sustainable value chain, local sharing
of the value generated, use of local resources)? Did you create a new market?

-

Detail the construction of prices of the product(s) among the value chain: added value at the
different transformation stages (e.g. wheat, flour, bread or pasta). For each one, give
reference prices of the conventional products.
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-

Type of trading structure? Did you establish relationship with local authorities (such as
municipalities) on marketing and trading aspects?

-

Include a short description of the potential target group(s) and the ways of communicating to
them

Bottlenecks and challenges (+/- 900 characters without spaces)

-

Describe the bottlenecks and challenges that the group is facing today in relation to each
point mentioned above: collective organization, data management, partnership,
management of diversity, processing, marketing and trading, and so on.

I.2. SWOT analysis + description
According to the point 5., please fill the SWOT analysis that will be used for task 2.4.

Internal origin

Positive

Negative

To reach the objectives

To reach the objectives

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

(organisational)

External origin
(environment)

In addition to the SWOT table, add a short description (maximum 1000 characters) about the most
important present and anticipated future challenges regarding the dynamic management of crops,
seeds policy and reaching of markets.
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II. Format instructions
Language
The case study can be written in French, Spanish, English or Italian. RSR will translate the case studies
in other languages so that at the end, we willl have all cases studies in French, Spanish, English and
Italian. Regarding bibliography, they can refer to papers written in any language.
File format

-

The file should be send in .odt, .doc or .docx formats.

Number of pages

-

The maximum number of page is 3, including references. Chart and pictures are provided
separately.

Font

-

Use « Times New Roman” font.

-

Size : 11 pt

Margins

-

Left : 2,5 cm

-

Right : 2,5 cm

-

Top : 2,5 cm

-

Bottom : 2,5 cm

Interline

-

Simple spacing

Text justification

-

The text should be justified to the right and to the left.

-

Pages number

-

Do not number the pages.

Chart and pictures

-

4 elements maximum, including a minimum of 2 pictures.
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-

Pictures should be presented in « portrait » layout with minimum dimension of at least 300
dots per inch and ideally at least of 2400 x 3600 pixels.

-

Please include the chart together with the datasets in .xls, .xlsx or .csv format. It will permit to
use unique visualization tool to redesign all charts and make them alike.

-

Link each chart and picture to a legend of maximum 80 characters without spaces. The
legend should include the license of the chart and picture. If you have no idea, creative
commons may be a good option (see for more details: https://creativecommons.org/shareyour-work).

-

Format of the legend: Author. Title. Book. Year / License.

-

Size of the legend: 10 pt

-

Font: Times New Roman

-

Style: italic

-

Example: I. Goldringer. Population Japhabelle chez Jean-François Berthellot. 2014 / License CC
BY NC SA

Abbreviations and acronyms

-

Avoid as much as possible abbreviations and acronyms. If needed, explicit each form in the
text body the first time you use it.

References

-

Include maximum 10 references that are called with a number between brackets in the text:
[1], [2] ... Refences should appear at the end of the form.

-

Format: Authors, year. “title”, journal (volume:number), pages.

-

Font: Times New Roman

-

Size: 9 pt

-

Interline: simple

-

Examples:

[1] Aksulu, A., and Wade, M. 2010. “A Comprehensive Review and Synthesis of Open Source
Research,” Journal of the Association for Information Systems (11:11), pp. 576–656.
[2] Alavi, M., and Leidner, D. E. 2001. “Review: Knowledge Management and Knowledge
Management Systems: Conceptual Foundations and Research Issues,” MIS Quarterly (25:1), pp.
107–136.
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III. Example of a case study
Name of the case study, the region, the country
History and context (+/- 1000 characters without spaces)
Agrarian context: organic cereals crop systems in the country and region. The one opened the
door with a latch-key and went in, followed by a young fellow who awkwardly removed his cap. He
wore rough clothes that smacked of the sea, and he was manifestly out of place in the spacious hall in
which he found himself. He did not know what to do with his cap, and was stuffing it into his coat
pocket when the other took it from him. The act was done quietly and naturally, and the right. ”He
History of the group: How did set up the group? Precise initial motivation for involvement. a
grand piano and a center-table piled high with books was space for a half a dozen to walk abreast, yet
he essayed it with trepidation. His heavy arms hung loosely at his sides. He did not know what to do
with those arms and hands, and when, to his excited vision, one
Sum up briefly the vision about farming and food shared by group members ad how eventually
it changed over the life of the collective project. arm seemed liable to brush against the books on the
table, he lurched away like a frightened horse, barely missing the piano stool. He watched the easy
walk of the other in front of him, and for the first time realized that his walk.
Group characteristics (+/- 1800 characters without spaces)
Status. an opportunity to recover himself. And the stranger understood and appreciated. His was the
Corporate purpose/social objective. the reassuring answer. “You mustn’t be frightened at us. We’re
just homely people—Hello, there’s a letter for me. ”He stepped back to the table, tore
Type of social collective organization (type of hierarchy, leadership, committees, decision tools
etc.) sympathy, understanding; and beneath his alarmed exterior that sympathetic process went on. He
mopped his forehead dry and glanced about him with a the reassuring answer. “You mustn’t be
frightened at us.
Operating rules of the group. Precise some of major ones. Add the charter of the group if you
have one. We’re just homely people—Hello, there’s a letter for me. ”He stepped back to the table,
tore open the envelope, and began to read, giving the stranger expression such as wild animals betray
when they fear the trap.
Number of active members. himself awkwardly, fearful that every attribute and power of him was
similarly afflicted. He was keenly Swinburne’s stuff. He went back to the text and lost himself. He
Diversity of person within the group: profile/occupation, gender and age. sensitive, hopelessly
self-conscious, and the amused glance that the other stole privily at him over the top of the letter
burned into him like a dagger-thrust. He saw the glance, but he gave no sign, for among the things he
Diversity and type of knowledges the group is based on (tacit, scientific, empirical,
traditional…). for having come, and at the same time resolved that, happen what would, having
come, he would carry it through. The lines of his face hardened, and into his eyes came a fighting
Collective animations used. more unconcernedly, sharply observant, every detail of the pretty interior
registering itself on his brain. His eyes were wide apart; nothing in their field of vision escaped; and
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Data management: capitalization, storage and diffusion. Precise tools which are used. before
them the fighting light died out and a warm glow took its place. He was responsive to beauty, and
here was cause to respond. An oil painting caught and held him.
Network and environment (+/- 1200 characters without spaces)
With which organization are you linked at local level? What do you do with them? Explain the
reason and the level of collaboration of each partnership. Same question at regional and national
level. Put emphasis on the enrollment of new actors in your network. schooner, close-hauled,
heeled over till every detail of her deck was visible, was surging along against a stormy sunset sky.
There was beauty, and it drew him irresistibly. He forgot his awkward walk and came closer to the
painting, very close. The beauty faded out of the canvas. His face expressed his bepuzzlement. He
The first he knew was when he heard Arthur’s voice saying: -“Ruth, this is Mr. Eden. on his forefinger,
and before he turned he was thrilling to the first new impression,
Is your group linked to an Operationnal Group recognized by UE? If so, what are its
characteristics? muscled body of his he was a mass of quivering. The in the midst of the
multitudinous impressions he was receiving he found time to feel a prod of indignation that so much
beauty should be oil paintings, it was true, in the show windows of shops, but the glass of the windows
had prevented his eager eyes from approaching too near. He glanced around at his friend reading the
dignation that so much beauty should be oil paintings, it was true, in the show windows of shops, but
the glass of the windows had prevented his eager eyes from approaching too near. He glanced around
at his friend reading the ad prevented his eager eyes from approaching too near.
Dynamic management of diversity carried out by practitioners: from farm to fork continuum (+/3000 characters without spaces)
Agronomic practices (+/- 1000 characters without spaces)
Selection, multiplication and exchanges of seeds varieties. Precise the main agronomic practices
for each of these steps. Into the eyes of a starving man at sight of food. An impulsive stride, with one
lurch to right and left of the shoulders, brought him to the table, where he began affectionately
handling the books. He glanced at the titles and the authors’ names, read fragments of text, caressing
the volumes with his eyes and hands, and, once, recognized a book he had read. For the rest, they
were strange books and strange authors. He chanced upon a volume of Swinburne and began reading
steadily, forgetful of where he was, his face glowing. Twice he closed the book on his forefinger to
look at the name of the author. Swinburne! he would remember that name. That fellow had eyes, and
he had certainly seen poets? Or was he alive still, and writing? He turned to the title-page . . . yes, he
had written other books;
Prospection, conservation and storage. Swinburne’s stuff. He went back to the text and lost
himself. He did not notice that a young woman had entered the room. The first he knew was when he
heard Arthur’s voice saying: -“Ruth, this is Mr. Eden.” The book was closed on his forefinger, and
before he turned he was thrilling to the first new impression, which was not of the girl, but of her
brother’s words. Under color and flashing light. But who was Swinburne? Was he dead a hundred
Products and processing (+/- 1000 characters without spaces)
Type of products. Precise the farm-to-fork continuum. At the slightest impact of the outside world
upon his consciousness, his thoughts, sympathies, and emotions leapt and played like lambent flame.
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He was extraordinarily receptive and responsive, while his imagination, pitched high, was ever at
work
On farm processing? Eden,” was what he had thrilled to—he who had been called “Eden,” or
“Martin Eden,” or just “Martin,” all his life. And “Mister!” It was certainly going some, was his
internal Transformation process. turn, on the instant, into a vast camera obscura, and he saw arrayed
around his consciousness endless pictures from his life, of stoke-holes and forecastles, camps and
beaches, jails and boozing-kens, fever-hospitals and slum streets, wherein the thread of association
was the fashion in
Explain how these products and process are innovative (e.g. new healthy product, traditional
food revival, innovative milling, new quality concept etc.). various situations. And then he turned
and saw the girl. The phantasmagoria of his brain vanished at sight of her. She was a pale, ethereal
creature, with wide, spiritual blue eyes and a wealth of golden hair. He did not know how she was
dressed, except that the dress was as wonderful as she. He likened her to a pale gold flower upon a
slender stem.
Marketing and trading (+/- 1000 characters without spaces)
Type of market and chain (circular value chain, fair and sustainable value chain, local sharing of
the value generated, use of local resources)? Did you create a new market? upper walks of life.
She might well be sung by that chap, Swinburne. Perhaps he had had somebody like her in mind
when he painted that girl, Iseult, in the book there on the table. All this plethora of sight, and feeling,
and thought occurred on the instant. There was no pause of the realities wherein he moved. He saw
Explain the construction of prices of the product(s)the product(s) among the value chain: added
value at the different transformation stages (e.g. wheat, flour, bread or pasta). For each one, give
reference prices of the conventional products. frankly, like a man. The women he had known did
not shake hands that way. For that matter, most of them did not shake hands at all.
Type of trading structure? Did you establish relationship with local authorities (such as
municipalities) on marketing and trading aspects ? looked at her. Never had he seen such a
woman. The women he had known! Immediately, beside her, on either hand, ranged the women he
had known.
Include a short description of the potential target group(s) and the ways of communicating to
them. A flood of associations, visions of various ways he had made the acquaintance of women,
rushed into his mind of the ports
Bottlenecks and challenges (+/- 900 characters without spaces)
Describe the bottlenecks and challenges the group is facing related to each precedent point
above-mentioned: collective organization, data management, partnership, management of
diversity, processing, marketing and trading. and measured by a fleeting glance, herself the unit of
weight and measure. He saw the weak and sickly faces of the girls of the factories, and the simpering,
boisterous girls from the south of Market. There were women of the cattle camps, and swarthy
cigarette-smoking women of Old Mexico. These, in turn, were crowded out by Japanese women, dolllike, stepping mincingly on wooden clogs; by Eurasians, delicate featured, stamped with degeneracy;
by full-bodied South-Sea-Island women, flower-crowned and brown-skinned. All these were blotted
out by a grotesque and terrible nightmare brood—frowsy, shuffling creatures from the pavements of
Whitechapel, gin-bloated hags of the stews, and all the vast hell’s following of harpies, vile-mouthed
and filthy, that under the guise of monstrous female form prey upon sailors, the scrapings
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Pictures

I. Goldringer. Population Japhabelle nera Agen. 2014 / Licence CC BY NC SA.

P. Rivière. Measures of wheat near Clermont Ferrand. 2012 / Licence CC BY NC SA.
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P. Rivière. Farm day in Ile de France. 2011 / Licence CC BY NC SA.

Chart

F. Mercier, C. Pireyre. Behavior of old variety regarding different sowing density. Guide technique : Des blés
bio… diversité ! 2011 / Licence CC BY NC ND.
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